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FOOD PUÒ CONTENERE TRACCE DI...

Have you ever been swayed by the packaging of a new, organic 
product? Is it better to buy locally? Or maybe you should you be 
a vegetarian?
Join Protein for a fun and entertaining performance with friends 
and family as we transform your local venue into a musical dining 
experience!
You are invited to bring a dish and sit at decorated tables whilst 
your charming and multi-talented hosts for the evening win your 
affections, with a playful mix of dance, song and humour. 
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production MARCHE TEATRO / Protein

The Italian choreographer Luca Silvestrini is the co-founder and 
Artistic Director of Protein Dance Company since 1997.
Luca Silvestrini is known for idiosyncratic dance theatre work 
provoked by its deep connections with the everyday. His personality 
is stamped on large-scale cross-generational and participatory events.
The success and impact of Protein’s performances and participation programme has 
grown nationally and internationally over the last 20 years.
One of the most relevant shows created by Protein is May contain food, may contain you. 
Because of its peculiar topic and the long-term collaboration with Silvestrini, MARCHE 
TEATRO have produced an Italian version of the show with the title FOOD – può 
contenere tracce di… in 2018.
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